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Tank Inspections Ltd was set up as a branch of Forbes Technologies Ltd, 
one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of GRP tanks, to deal with GRP 
tank inspections. They are a relatively new Company but can tap into 
more than 50 years’ experience in the tanks industry offered by Forbes 
personnel. 
 
Forbes was receiving many requests for inspection services. They were 
happy to conduct inspections on their own tanks, but not tanks 
manufactured by others (due to liability reasons). This was the seed for 
the development of an independent inspection company.  
 
Tank Inspections existence was born out of listening to their customers 
and addressing their desire for an independent, reliable and repeatable 
inspection method.  

 
Thorough inspections based on manufacturing experience in the field is 
what truly sets them apart from other competitors. 
 
Prior to UltraAnalytix™, GRP tanks had to be drained down in order to 
conduct an inspection. This was obviously very costly for the customer 
and made it difficult to do on any crucial tanks in a process. Off-putting 
as this was, it also adversely effected regular inspections that needed to 
be carried out. The UltraAnalytix™ inspection system, including a 
detailed external visual inspection, offers solutions to these issues that 
were very appealing to many of their customers, along with the detailed 
mechanical integrity report received after inspection. 

 
Tank Inspections highly recommends regular UltraAnalytix™ inspections 
as a vital part of any maintenance routine. It is easier and more cost 
effective for the customer due to the benefits that the UltraAnalytix™ 
inspection system can offer. To know you have sound equipment in 
operation is peace of mind.  
 
Tank Inspections Ltd continues to grow as a company and assist with 
their customers in implementing regular inspection protocol on sites 
across the UK.  
 
Contact Tank Inspections for your FRP/GRP needs in the UK. 
 

www.tankinspections.co.uk 
 

Tank Inspections Ltd 
 

Address: New Road, Crimplesham 
Kings Lynn, Norfolk, PE33 9AS 
United Kingdom 
 
Contact: Melvyn Jupp 
 
Phone: +44 (0)1366 389699 
 
Email: sales@tankinspections.co.uk 
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